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Abstract
ln this paper we show that SchrGdinger operators with a certain type of potentials has no
elgellValues whell the mass FHS SufBciently small.
1 1mtroduction
In this paper we are going to treat with Schr6dinger operators H(p) as follows.
△H(p)-12p+V, (1)
where /J/ is the mass and V is the potential.
Therc is a great amount of studies on the existence of eigenvalues of Schr6dinger operators
l2]. For example, it is well known that there exists no eigenvalues when the potential is
repulsive ([1], p. 236).
In this paper we present a simple proof of the noncxistcncc of eigenvalues of Schr6dingcr
operators with a certain type of potentials when the mass IL is sufnciently small. We will
exploit the equation which we derived in [3日4].
2 Results
First wc assume that H(IL) has an eigcnvaluc E, that is
△-示せ+VO=Eせ
where
/畔)叫)dT-1･
(2)
(3)
V is a multiplication operator of a function V(I) which satisfies the following assumption.
(Al) Let V(.,r) be a C∞(R3/to)) function.
Here we present our previous result ([3], [4]).
Theorem 1
In addition to assumption (Al), let the potentialV(I) satisfy the following condition.
(A2) There exist constants M ≧ 0 and N > 0 such that
lG(I)I ≦ MIV(37)1 +N
where
.1i
G(I,-芸濃
(4)
(5)
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Then for any real number α
dE(〟)　2(2α - 1)
d〃　　　(2p)2
Ifoneputs α-0 in (6), then
･IT:(/(.
dp
(△…)一言(G叩)
麦(蛋,蛋)
- 2(2p)~2(-△せ,せ) - 2(2FL)12 ∑
(6)
(7)
Therefore f is always negative･
Now we are ready to state the result･
Theorem 2
1n addition to the assumptions of theorem 1, let the potential V(I) satisfy the following
collditions.
(A3) There exist positive nuIllbers ♂, CI Such that
G(申OV(再添
0<∂<2
(A4) There exists a positive number C2 Such that
詣≦V(I)
Then there exists a positive number 〃o such that H(FL) has no eigenvalues for positive 〟
smaller than /Jo.
Proof
Insertion of (2) into (6) yields the following equation･
環.(1-2α)E- (((1-2α)V-αG)-)
Putting α- 1/(2-0), we get
p石一議E-一読((G･W)-)dE
(8)
(9)
A condition for absence of eigenvalues
Using assumption (A3), we get
dE･石一議且≧一読(最0,0)
･一芸ト△-)
二一一_:
Hence
(1一驚)′l芸-読-o
Hcrc we have used the following Well-known inequality
I,a(I)l2
回2
3
dx≦4∑
3-1
3
(10)
tlい
and(7)･
Since若is negative, it follows from (10) that E(p) is negative for sumciently small 〃･
Next we are golng tO present the opposite assertion.
Using assumption (A4), we get
(V-≧ (一計o) 24C2(△0,0)
Here we have agaill used inequality (ll)･
It follows froln (2) tJhat
E -(VO,町去(△0,0)
･ (14C2+去)(-△0,0)
Therefore E(p) is positive for sufBciently small IL･
Consequently we have a contradiction, which means the absence of eigenvalues for sufも-
ciently small IL.
Remark
Here we show an example of the potentials which satisfy the assumptions of theorem 2.
Thatis,
V(車一環
where
O<d<2, a>0, b>0.
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By elemelltary Calculation we get
G(I)-b(aLxl + d)e~alxl
回d
Therefore it is obvious that V(I) satisfies the assumptions･
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